午市二人行政套餐
EXECUTIVE LUNCH FOR 2

$268

兩位 2 PERSONS（包茶芥 INCLUDES TEA CHARGE）

點心薈萃（筍尖海蝦餃 | 橙菜肉崧餃 | 燕麥素菜包）

Dim Sum Platter
（Bamboo Shoot Shrimp Dumpling | Minced Pork & Preserved Olive Leaves Dumpling | Oat & Vegetables Bun）
（每人每款一件 1 PC EACH PER PERSON）

精選例湯 | +$28 升級至精選燉湯 每位計
Soup of the Day (+$28/PER PERSON Upgrade to Double-boiled Soup)

時令鮮蔬（清炒 / 蒜蓉 / 上湯）
Seasonal Vegetables (Stir-fried / Garlic / Simmered in Broth)

蟹肉蛋白菜粒炒飯
Fried Rice with Crab Meat, Egg White & Diced Vegetables

午市四人行政套餐
EXECUTIVE LUNCH FOR 4

$548

四位 4 PERSONS（包茶芥 INCLUDES TEA CHARGE）

點心薈萃（黑松露野菌餃 | 蟹肉小籠包 | 麻辣鮮蝦春卷）

Dim Sum Platter
（Steamed Mushroom Dumpling with Black Truffle | Xiao Long Bao with Crab Meat | Mala Spicy Shrimp Spring Roll）
（每人每款一件 1 PC EACH PER PERSON）

精選例湯 | +$28 升級至精選燉湯 每位計
Soup of the Day (+$28/PER PERSON Upgrade to Double-boiled Soup)

豉汁涼瓜炆雞
Chicken with Bitter Melon & Black Bean Sauce

時令鮮蔬（清炒 / 蒜蓉 / 上湯）
Seasonal Vegetables (Stir-fried / Garlic / Simmered in Broth)

魚香茄子乾燒伊麵
Braised E-Fu Noodles with Eggplant, Spicy Miced Pork & Assorted Mushrooms

素食 Vegetarian | 可轉素食 Vegetarian Available | 辣 Spicy

加一服務費 10% Service charge applies
午市二人行政套餐
EXECUTIVE LUNCH FOR 2
$268

兩位 2 PERSONS（包茶位 INCLUDES TEA CHARGE）

點心薈萃（懷舊燒賣 | 竹笙上素粉撈 | 腐皮雪山叉燒包）
Dim Sum Platter
(Steamed Pork & Shrimp Dumpling | Steamed Bamboo Fungus Dumpling | Baked BBQ Bun with Sweet Crust)
(每人每款一件 1 PC EACH PER PERSON)

精選例湯 | +$28 升級至精選燉湯 每位計
Soup of the Day (+$28/PER PERSON Upgrade to Double-boiled Soup)

時令鮮蔬（清炒 / 蒜蓉 / 上湯）
Seasonal Vegetables (Stir-fried / Garlic / Simmered in Broth)

雪菜火鴨絲燴鴛鴦米
Braised Rice Vermicelli & Glass Vermicelli with Roasted Duck & Preserved Vegetables

午市四人行政套餐
EXECUTIVE LUNCH FOR 4
$548

四位 4 PERSONS（包茶位 INCLUDES TEA CHARGE）

點心薈萃（懷舊燒賣 | 黑金流沙包 | 腐炸素春卷）
Dim Sum Platter
(Steamed Pork & Shrimp Dumpling | Steamed Salted Egg Yolk Custard Bun | Crispy Vegetarian Spring Roll)
(每人每款一件 1 PC EACH PER PERSON)

精選例湯 | +$28 升級至精選燉湯 每位計
Soup of the Day (+$28/PER PERSON Upgrade to Double-boiled Soup)

伴水芹香炒蝦仁
Stir-fried Shrimps & Celery

時令鮮蔬（清炒 / 蒜蓉 / 上湯）
Seasonal Vegetables (Stir-fried / Garlic / Simmered in Broth)

豉椒牛肉炒河
Stir-Fried Rice Noodles with Beef, Assorted Chili Peppers & Fermented Black Bean

Vegetarian Available Spicy
加一服務費 10% SERVICE CHARGE APPLIES
午市二人行政套餐
EXECUTIVE LUNCH FOR 2
$268

點心薈萃（帶子菜苗餃 | 蟹肉小籠包 | 脆炸素春卷）
Dim Sum Platter
(Scallop & Baby Veggie Dumpling | Xiao Long Bao with Crab Meat | Crispy Vegetarian Spring Roll)
（每人每款一件 1 pc each per person）

精選例湯 | +$28升級至精選燉湯
Soup of the Day (+$28/per person Upgrade to Double-boiled Soup)

時令鮮蔬 (清炒 / 蒜蓉 / 上湯)
Seasonal Vegetables (Stir-fried / Garlic / Simmered in Broth)

X.O. 酱蝦仁炒河粉
Stir-fried Rice Noodles with Shrimps in X.O. Sauce

午市四人行政套餐
EXECUTIVE LUNCH FOR 4
$548

點心薈萃（筍尖海蝦餃 | 懷舊叉燒包 | 腊腸蘿蔔絲酥）
Dim Sum Platter
(Bamboo Shoot Shrimp Dumpling | Steamed BBQ Pork Bun | Crispy Turnip Puff with Minced Chinese Ham)
（每人每款一件 1 pc each per person）

精選例湯 | +$28升級至精選燉湯
Soup of the Day (+$28/per person Upgrade to Double-boiled Soup)

紅酒燴牛尾煲
Braised OX tail in Red Wine in Pot

時令鮮蔬 (清炒 / 蒜蓉 / 上湯)
Seasonal Vegetables (Stir-fried / Garlic / Simmered in Broth)

乾炒肉絲麵
Stir-fried Noodles with Shredded Pork

Vegetarian Available 麻辣 Spicy

加一服務費 10% Service Charge Applies
午市二人行政套餐
EXECUTIVE LUNCH FOR 2

$268

兩位 2 PERSONS (包括茶包括 TEA CHARGE)

點心薈萃 (黑松露野菌餃 | 懷舊叉燒包 | 麻辣鮮蝦春卷)

Dim Sum Platter
(Steamed Mushroom Dumpling with Black Truffle | Baked BBQ Pork Bun | Mala Spicy Shrimp Spring Roll)

（每人每款一件 1 PC EACH PER PERSON）

精選例湯 | +$28 升級至精選燉湯 每位計
Soup of the Day (+$28/PER PERSON Upgrade to Double-boiled Soup)

時令鮮蔬 (清炒 / 蒜蓉 / 上湯)
Seasonal Vegetables (Stir-fried / Garlic / Simmered in Broth)

楓葉菜鬆炒飯
Fried Rice with Preserved Olive Leaves & Minced Pork

午市四人行政套餐
EXECUTIVE LUNCH FOR 4

$548

四位 4 PERSONS (包括茶包括 TEA CHARGE)

點心薈萃 (帶子菜苗餃 | 橼菜肉松餃 | 燕麥素菜包)

Dim Sum Platter
(Scallop & Baby Veggie Dumpling | Minced Pork & Preserved Olive Leaves Dumpling | Oat & Vegetables Bun)

（每人每款一件 1 PC EACH PER PERSON）

精選例湯 | +$28 升級至精選燉湯 每位計
Soup of the Day (+$28/PER PERSON Upgrade to Double-boiled Soup)

蜜豆臘爆豬頸肉
Stir-fried Pork Neck with Honey Pea

時令鮮蔬 (清炒 / 蒜蓉 / 上湯)
Seasonal Vegetables (Stir-fried / Garlic / Simmered in Broth)

脆米雞抽牛鬆炒飯
Fried Rice with Minced Beef & Crispy Rice in Premium Soy Sauce


素菜 Vegetarian 可轉素菜 Vegetarian Available 辣 Spicy

加一服務費 10% SERVICE CHARGE APPLIES